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This paper discusses the importance of accounting for
user attitude toward compliance and associated tasks in
the design of consumer-focused smart health devices
with tangible interfaces. More specifically, it describes a
design process for building positive attitudes toward the
formal design of the device, to the end of improving its
desirability and acceptance by the end user.
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Introduction
Designing for behavior change in consumer healthcare
is a growing area of interaction design, and one in
which contextual, tangible interfaces are particularly
relevant. Various models such as BJ Fogg’s Behavioral
Model (FBM) provide useful frameworks for
understanding the complex relationship between ability,
motivation, triggers and the point at which it results in
successful action [5].

Even though the model is comprehensive, attitude
factors are excluded. Fogg acknowledges how his model
does not include the subject’s ingoing attitude toward
the task at hand. Other models do take attitude into
account, such as Icek Ajzen’s Theory of Planned
Behavior, which explains how our decision to act is
determined by our opinion of the behavior (attitude),
the social pressure we feel (subjective norms), and
whether or not we feel in control (perceived behavioral
control), and the fact that people automatically and in
under a second form an opinion of ‘good’ or ‘bad’ about
everything they encounter is well documented [6].
However, the question of how to design against these
attitudes (or rather, along them) is of relevance.
Consumer health monitoring and tracking products
provide functional benefits that are hard to object to,
and designing for usability has become the norm. But
they continue to suffer from low adoption rates. For
example, Personal Emergency Response Service (PERS)
has been around for decades, is affordable and easy to
use, yet research shows that less than 5% of older
adults who could benefit from such systems actually do
[1]. Another study revealed how these users recognize
how such technologies could support independent living
of the older population in general, but they don’t feel a
need for them personally [10]. It has also been
reported that the compromise between social
acceptance, vanity, personal needs, appraisal about
aging, and other issues may play a pivotal role in
taking the decision to join the tele-care system [3]. The
problem resides in how these devices often lack
attention to aesthetics, semiotics and practical details –
those aspects most likely to trigger that a user’s
attitude toward a device and determine its adoptability.

A process for generating and evaluating a wide (but not
random) attitudinally-informed range of forms for a
smart health object has the potential to make
significant impact on consumer health by uncovering
designs that send a ‘good’ message, better connect to
the target user emotionally, and in turn promote
widespread adoption and continued use of the devices
themselves. Designers of smart health devices should
ensure the object does not spoil a user’s potential
motivation to comply because of an arbitrary, nonessential aspect of its physical design. These devices
need every chance of making a good first impression
with the target user. The purpose of this paper is to
discuss the importance of accounting for user attitude
toward compliance and associated tasks in the design
of consumer-focused smart health devices with tangible
interfaces. More specifically, it describes a design
process for building positive attitudes toward the formal
design of the device, to the end of improving its
desirability and acceptance by the end user. The
significance of this process is to develop a tool that can
aid the design of medical devices – one that goes
beyond functionality and usability tests and enlarges
the field to include approachable familiarity and
desirability – two key factors for these devices to be
widely adopted.

Background
The field of how to approach the physical design of
smart health devices for older adults is limited but
growing. The advancement of internet connected
devices, a category that includes consumer-focused
mobile health products, and is therefore linked to a
population that may still experience a digital divide, has
recently become one of the top sectors of not only
research but also venture capital investment [8]. There

Figure 1: Connected device
displays a cue card of the pilltaking occasion. With the
push of a button the user can
request a call from her
pharmacy, and the device
displays photos between
occasions.

are a number of recommendations for designing for
older adults, especially in the technology realm [4, 11,
12]. Rebola and Jones propose a framework that
includes recommendations on physical design as well as
product functionality and interface design of
technologies for older adults [12]. Specific methods and
processes for designing the physical product, however,
are less defined or are included within broad user
experience design methods such as Artifact Analysis
and Photo Studies, as well as participatory methods
such as Creative Toolkits and Flexible Modeling. In
most cases, due to budget constraints and the
relatively recent acceptance of user experience and
design as important business principles, the process of
generating physical designs relies heavily on quick
decisions made by product development professionals
and industrial designers. These teams usually create a
small range of options based on logical ideas for how
the product might take shape, and then test to find out
which one the target likes best (or dislikes least). The
process is at best iterative, if and when there is enough
time to change the design based on user feedback.
There is a need to develop tools and efficient methods
for designing more desirable and approachable
technology solutions for this specific population. The
following section describes in detail a tool and method
developed to increase the adoptability of smart health
devices.

Methods
The Inside Out method is an experiment to create a
process for designing smart objects from their core
functional and emotional qualities, while repeatedly
incorporating the attitudes and mentalities of a specific
end user, based on a hypothesis that if the most salient
“inside” qualities of the smart device concept are used

as a starting point for a cyclical co-design process with
end user, desirable and novel formal designs will
emerge. In order to limit the influence of preconceived
notions and legacy paradigms, all inputs from the
designer are evidence-based. This method follows a
recursive process, shown in Figure 1 and described
further detail in the following example.

Figure 1: Inside Out framework. Diverge, converge, then
repeat or spin-off to start the process over again.

Application
We took an idea recently designed without this method
and incorporated it to into the process as a case study.
The basic idea, shown in Figure 2, is a connected
device for older adults dealing with chronic conditions
that displays a “cheat sheet” of the medications the
user should take at each pill occasion.
Core Qualities
The process starts by defining a core quality to start
with. The core qualities are: aesthetic, semiotic,

emotional or tactile (see Table 1), and they should be
evidence-based, as a counter-quality to a known or
common user barrier to the product or similar products
in the market. In the case of this experiment, “this
object makes you feel connected to another person or
group of people” was the starting point.

Figure 3: Divergent activity of
generating formal variations on a
regular cube.

Figure 4: Convergent activity of
a semantic differential card sort.

Quality
Type

Objection

Counter-Quality

Aesthetic

I don’t like the
way it looks

It is an object that fits
with most décor

Tactile

It feels too
slippery

It is an object that
feels secure in your
hand

Emotional

It makes me feel
like I am being
watched

It is an object that
makes me feel
empowered

Semiotic

It means I cannot
take care of
myself

It is an object that
means I am
independent

Table 1: Types of core qualities, known objections and the
counter-qualities that this process is intended to achieve.

Divergent Activity
For the purposes of illustration, the divergent activity
involved a designer generating a range of formal
variations on a regular cube (see Figure 3).

Figure 4: Divergent activity:
things that ”help me take care of
myself every day”.

Convergent Activity
Considering the core quality, “this object makes you
feel connected to another person or group of people”
subjects were tasked with generating associated
adjectives. Those adjectives were each placed at the
end of a spectrum, with their respective opposites at
the other end. Users were then tasked with a cardsorting exercise akin to the Semantic Differential Scale

(SDS), a “tool designed to measure people’s attitudes
toward a topic, event, object or activity, so that its
deeper connotative meaning can be ascertained [7].
They placed the different forms at the position on the
scales they felt was most appropriate (see Figure 4).
Divergent Activity #2
Following the previous activity, another divergent
activity was developed to gather more input into the
process before starting to create forms. Another set of
target users were asked to submit photos of anything
they felt “helps me take care of myself every day” (see
Figure 5). The designer used these images to look for
and tag the most common formal aspects of what was
depicted such as: fits between fingers, has a handle, is
wearable, has a 2D display of information, opens and
closes.

Outcome
One cycle of this process generated useful inputs for
the creative stage of designing the smart health object
from the inside out. We have begun combining
preferred forms with the form-related keywords (see
Figure 6), and some interesting directions that were not
in consideration before this exercise came to light, such
as: proving a handle that makes it easier for users to
bring the device closer to their eyes, or giving it a
detachable charging base so that it is always “poised
for action”. These initial results from one round of the
process already improve the design.

Conclusion
As the number of smart health devices with tangible
interactions in development continues to grow, it
becomes necessary, and competitively smart, to have
design processes purpose-built to ensure the product

sends the right message to the target user. Currently,
designers often rely on random methods and instinct to
generate design directions. This may be sufficient for
designing an entertainment-related object, when the
user is excited to engage, but when it comes to devices
for consumer behavior change or tracking, there are
many ways an object can send the wrong message and
give the target user an immediate negative attitude
toward a device.

The Inside Out process proposed in this paper –
alternating between divergent and convergent
activities, and cycling back and forth between user
input and designer analysis and creation – has
produced relevant results that could be the basis for a
robust product design process. Next steps should
include testing the method without an initial design
such as the one used in the case study, and also testing
its application to other product concepts.
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